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Talal Abu Ghazaleh-Confucius Institute:
The Institute was established in September 2008
to introduce the Chinese language and culture, as
well as achieving a greater mutual understanding
between the Arab and Chinese cultures. This unique
initiative is based on the cooperation agreement
between TAG-Org and Confucius Institute in
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China. The Institute has been named after the great
intellectual, mentor and philosopher, Confucius,
whose ideas had influenced China and other
regions around the world for over 2,000 years.
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TAG-Confucius Institute is the first institute accredited by the Chinese Government to teach Chinese
language in Jordan.
TAG-Confucius Institute is holding a new course to teach the basics of the Chinese language
for beginners:
A. Threshold Level for Adults: starting 15/09/2019
Schedule: Sunday and Tuesday from 6:00 – 8:00 pm
B. Threshold Level for Kids: starting 14/09/2019
Schedule of the course: Saturday from 3:00- 4:30 pm
And Tuesday from 3:00-4:30 pm
*All Chinese language teachers are from China specialized in teaching Chinese language for
foreigners and accredited by the Confucius Institute in China.

TAG-Confucius Institute Organizes ‹Educators Delegation to China› Program

AMMAN- Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Confucius Institute, in cooperation with Confucius Institute
Headquarters (Hanban) and Shenyang Normal University, organized the “Educators Delegation
to China” program for the fourth year.
The 2019 delegation included ten principals and representatives from both the private and public
sectors in Jordan. It included Father Rashid Mustrih, the Secretary General of the Catholic Schools
in Jordan, Father Jihad Ammari, the General Director of Greek Melkite Catholic Schools in Jordan,
Ms. Ayah Younis, the Education and Programs Manager at the Children›s Museum and principals
of Rosary College Schools in Jordan.
“Educators Delegation to China” is a two-week program organized by Hanban which hosts
university presidents, school principals, and those who play a significant role in developing
education in order to provide them with knowledge about the Chinese language and culture, and
the opportunity to benefit from the Chinese education experience through workshops, training
courses, and field visits.
The Secretary of the Party Committee of Shenyang Normal University Mr. Jia Yuming received
and welcomed the Jordanian delegation in the presence of International Education Faculty Dean
Mr. Zang Wai, expressing his pride of the partnership between the University and TAG-Confucius.
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He highly commended the efforts exerted by HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh to enhance relations and
cooperation between the two parties, affirming that many of the TAG- Confucius Institute students
were awarded scholarships to study at Shenyang University.
For his part, TAG-Confucius Institute Executive Director and Head of the Jordanian delegation
Mr. Mamoun Abu Al Sebaa`, expressed his appreciation and gratitude to the University for the
hospitality and generosity that was shown to the Jordanian delegation. He also expressed his pride
in the partnership between the Shenyang Normal University and TAG-Org dating back to 2008.
He pointed out that this partnership is significant as it is the only partnership in the world between
the Chinese government and the business sector.
He also recognized Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh›s keenness in consolidating the relationships between
the two sides through new partnerships in various fields for achieving the «Belt and Road» initiative
which serves as the cornerstone of the existing cooperation.
The delegation attended several lectures at the SNU including a lecture on China’s national
conditions, a lecture on China’s basic education, a lecture on Traditional Chinese Medicine and
a lecture on tea ceremony. The delegation also visited the Imperial Palace of Shenyang, Beiling
Park, Liaoning Provincial Museum, The Forbidden City in Beijing, and The Great Wall of China.
They also had a tour in Shanghai, Suzhou and Guangzhou.
TAG. Global Signs MoU with the Arab Businessmen Forum in China

AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global) and the Arab Businessmen Forum (ABF) in
China signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) for cooperation in various fields including
innovation and Artificial Intelligence.
The two parties agreed on setting up a team to discuss ways of utilizing the potential of the Forum
and the professional services and activities offered by TAG.Global’s companies, either through
its offices in China or its offices around the world.
HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh highlighted the depth of the relationship between TAG.Global and the
People›s Republic of China, which resulted in cooperation in many fields, and most notably TAG.
Global being the only authorized party in Jordan handling Chinese visa applications and issues
visas under the supervision and with the approval of the Chinese authorities. Tag-Global is also
accredited to teach Chinese language in Jordan through TAG-Confucius.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh welcomed signing the memorandum of understanding with the Forum
as it realizes his personal vision of supporting Arab-Chinese relations, which he has been
enhancing for years.
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It is worth mentioning that the Chinese President, His Excellency Xi Jinping, has honored Dr. Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh in person for his outstanding contributions in promoting Arab-China relations and
his role in strengthening relations between China and the Arab countries in the fields of culture,
education and economy through TAG.Global’s three offices in Beijing, Shanghai, and Hong Kong.
For his part Forum member Mr. Nader Shahrouri, stated that ABF, the largest Arab economic
grouping in China, was established with the aim of coordinating and developing relations between
China and the Arab countries towards integration and cooperation according to principles of joint
interests and mutual benefit to promote
The development of the economies of the Arab world through the transfer of technology and
making the optimal use of the Chinese Model of Development.
The MoU aims at enhancing cooperation between the two parties in the education, training and
qualification programs related to the Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Innovation, and
invention with the support of Talal Abu-Ghazaleh University College for Innovation. Furthermore,
the memorandum of understanding stipulates the creation of databases for companies and clients,
whether they were Chinese or Arabs, in addition to evaluating these companies and their service
level and providing legal services to companies wishing to invest in China or in the rest of the world.
According to the memorandum of understanding, cooperation shall also include establishing
a regional representative office for the Forum at TAG.Global in order to provide services and
consultation, and there shall be a link between the forum website and TAG.Global website
(Chinese services), in addition to marketing investments in several countries through the issuance
of marketing guides related to that matter.
The memorandum of understanding included promoting intellectual property rights and patent
protection services of Chinese companies through the Forum›s network and the adoption of
business transfer incentive system if the forum or one of its members transfers clients to Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global) and vice versa.
Chinese Family Values: How They Affect Life in China
In China, family is regarded as the most important
part of an individual›s life. While modern Chinese
families have abandoned many old practices, the
importance attributed to family remains strong.
The Traditional Chinese Family
China is known for its strong family system.
Traditionally, the Chinese family had well-defined
roles for different family members.
Respect for Elders
Elders were supposed to be respected and followed unquestioningly.
In Chinese culture elders are viewed as a source of wisdom and spirituality, and they are respected
to the extent that questioning their authority is considered offensive.
In traditional Chinese houses altars are made for deceased elders to honor and remember them.
Even after departing from the world they are supposed to be the guiding forces in spirit.
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Middle-Generation Parents as Providers
Parents (or working-age adults) too had a very important part to play in the family as providers for
all. While the elders were always at the controlling end for reasons of respect, the next generation
married and had children as young as possible, and then worked as hard as possible to provide for
both their parents and children.
Children as Future Investments
Children had no authority over their own life and decisions were always made for them. Youngsters
were always at the receiving end of family decisions. They were rigorously trained and prepared
to serve their elders.
Men vs Women: Patriarchal Influence on the Family
In addition to being patriarchal, Chinese society is patrilineal. Therefore, even after marrying into
a household, women are seen as the outsiders. In the Chinese family every relation has a different
name. The names for family members on the maternal side begin with wai meaning ‹outside›.
Emphasizing their external position, women who marry in China don›t adopt their husbands›
family name and retain their own family name. For example, if Miss Wang marries Mr Li, she
becomes Mrs Wang, not Mrs Li.
Women›s role in the family was firstly as child bearers, then as home makers and workers, always
subservient to the men of the house.
https://www.chinahighlights.com/travelguide/chinese-family-values.htm
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